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Even before we organise our personal space in life, let us get clarity on few 

thought probing questions.  

 Do we ever find anyone saying, “I am planning to become poor”  

The obvious answer is “NO” 

 

 Do we ever find anyone saying, “I want to be sad”,  

The obvious answer is “NO” 

 

 Do we ever find anyone saying, “I am planning to become sick”  

The obvious answer is “NO” 

 

 Do we ever find anyone saying, “I am planning to become a loser”  

The obvious answer is “NO” 

 

 Do we ever find anyone saying, “I am planning to fall”  

The obvious answer is “NO” 

 

 Do we ever find anyone saying, “I want to commit a crime”  

The obvious answer is “NO” 

 

But we are sure to find people blaming the people around, society, destiny 

or himself for remaining unsuccessful in this world. All this is because, we 

fail to plan our personal life and blame others or situations. It is for sure, 

“When we fail to plan, we will plan to fail”.  

 

It is rightly stated by Bhagawan Ramana Maharshi, “Happiness is your 

nature, it is not wrong to desire it. What is wrong is seeking it outside when 

it is inside”.  

 

All of us are always inclined to think positively if we want to excel in this 

world. It is but human to always strive to be a better person every day. Whether 

we compare with others or compare with ourselves, one needs to smartly put his 

steps to become a better person.  

 

So, the most important thing all of us should focus is, How to become a better 

person every day? This is not simple to follow or apply. We need to achieve 

with our dedicated efforts. It is only possible if we can organise our personal 



space to achieve our personal growth, which in turn results into ultimate growth 

of each and every one in the society.  

 
Personal time, personal space and personal growth are very important in each 

one’s life.  

In order to grow in our career, we need to organize our time and monitor it 

meticulously. A man's life becomes incomplete unless he accomplishes his 

desires. Dreams, Desires and Determination should drive one to achieve the 

targets in his life.  

 

So, it is very important to see that we organize our space to chase our dreams. 

How should one plan or organize his life to achieve his dreams? Let us lay 

down the steps to organise oneself,  

1. One has to get clarity in his thoughts. 

 2. Consciously dwell within him, to find out his own strengths and 

opportunities. 

3. Next, it is also equally important to know one’s own weaknesses and threats. 

4. One should carefully find out what makes him happy. 

5. Finally, one should see if he can make his passion a profession. 

 

SWOT analysis gives us a very deep clarity with respect to our own capacity 

and confidence.  

As a social being, we depend on people around us. It is in turn our duty to 

convert every situation and opportunity favourable for our success. Positive 

approach towards anything will help us to grow in our life more efficiently.  

 

If this kind of thought probing evaluation can be done by oneself, it becomes 

easy to understand what one is expecting from his own life. Organising our 

space is always important for our self development.  

 

This will help us to a large extent in organising our space and also make oneself 

to perform better. This will surely help a performer perform better. 
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